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Executive summary
Land and natural resources are important assets to ensure sustainable livelihood of Cambodian
people, especially rural and indigenous communities, who largely depend on forest and natural
resources. However, access to these resources among rural communities has been restricted and
unsustainable uses of the resources are key challenge for sustainable development; such as land
disputes, land grabbing and forced evictions. “National Advocacy Conference (NAC)” was
organized by a group of interested NGOs every year to highlight the key issues and to identify
solutions and recommendations to those problems. The main theme of the event in 2014 is
“Working together to promote effective reform on Land and Natural Resources Governance in
Cambodia’’. The participants came from various organizations and sectors including community,
NGOs, development partners, private sector, students, professors, research institutions, media,
and other relevant public agencies. The conference has discussed on agricultural Investment and
Human Rights, indigenous issues; mining and hydro dam; land issues and legal framework and
access to information. The conference has found some key recommendations to address land
conflicts. A joint statement reflected and integrated all key concerns of stakeholders and
communities was developed and approved by all participants.
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Introduction
Land and natural resources are important assets to ensure sustainable livelihood of Cambodian
people, especially rural and indigenous communities, who largely depend on forest and natural
resources. However, access to these resources among rural communities has been restricted and
unsustainable uses of the resources are key challenge for sustainable development in Cambodia.
A recent study commissioned by the NGO Forum on Cambodia recorded 311 land disputes in
2013 and estimated that 25% of the land disputes were caused by ELCs, affecting approximately
19,740 households or 92,778 people1. The study also found that land grabbing and forced
evictions are among the most widespread human rights violations in Cambodia. Engaging,
having frank and honest dialogues and consultation amongst multi-stakeholders include affected
communities, NGOs, RGC and other partners are the key for sustainable land conflict resolution.
In their efforts to address the land conflicts, a group of interested NGOs are working together to
organize an annual advocacy event called the “National Advocacy Conference (NAC)” to
highlight the key issues and to identify solutions and recommendations to those problems. The
main theme of the event in 2014 is “Working together to promote effective reform on Land and
Natural Resources Governance in Cambodia’’.
Aim and Objectives
The overall objective of the conference is to strengthen existing mechanisms of land conflict
resolution and improve good governance on land and natural resources management in
contributing to respecting human rights and sustainable livelihoods in Cambodia.
There are two specific objectives:
1) To provide an opportunity for affected community, civil society, government officials,
lawmakers, private sector and development partners for constructive dialogue on key
emerging land and natural resource management issues in Cambodia;
2) To collectively formulate key policy recommendations and suggestions to the Cambodian
government and lawmakers, the civil society and the communities in contributing to the
national development plan and in ensuring full and good governance of land and natural
resources.
Methodology and Process
There were 375 participants, 28% of whom were women. The participants came from various
organizations and sectors including community, NGOs, development partners, private sector,
students, professors, research institutions, media, and other relevant public agencies.
The key speakers from relevant public agencies including communities, research institutions, the
Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee (CHRAC), the NGO Forum on Cambodian
1 The statistical analysis of land dispute in 2013, www.ngofourm.org.kh
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(NGOF), Cambodian Human Rights and Development Association (ADHOC), Advocacy and
Policy Institute (API), Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee (CHRAC), Cambodians for
Resource Revenue Transparency (CRRT), Cambodian Volunteers for Society (CVS),
Development and Partnership in Action (DPA), Gender and Development for Cambodia
(GADC), United Nations for Development Program (UNDP), Ministry of Environment (MoE),
Ministry of Economics and Finance (MoEF), Ministry of Information (Mol), 3rd Commission of
Senate and other relevant public agencies.
Opening Session:
In his welcoming remarks, Dr. Tek Vannara, executive director of The NGO Forum on
Cambodia (NGOF) welcomed all participants and highlighted the importance and key objectives
of the 8th National Advocacy Conference (NAC). He reported that land conflicts badly affect
livelihoods of poor communities. In his final remarks, he announced the White Ribbon Day to
introduce the 16 Days of Activism Gender Violence which calls for the elimination of all forms
of violence against women from 25th November to 10th December. The key message of this year
campaign is "Together Implement the Law = No Violence".
Mr. Suon Bunsak, secretariat general of CHRAC noted that the Economic Land Concession
(ELC) is designed to promote rural development and poverty reduction. However, he recognized
that the negative effects of ELC still remain a big problem on human rights and livelihood of
rural communities who depend upon the land and forest resources for their survival. At the end
of his remarks, he called for respect of human rights, access to information and equitable land
registration system.
Ms Anu Riikonen, representative of Fin Church Aid (FCA) reported the impact of economic
growth in the past decade in Cambodia. She addressed the equity among all the citizens.
Especially in the rural communities, the disparities in income and access to the opportunities are
still remains the challenges in Cambodia. Rural and poor communities are vulnerable group who
faces the poverty. They are heavily dependent on land and forest resources. Landlessness is one
of the key factors contributing to widespread poverty in rural Cambodia. She also pointed out
that in all circumstances; women have played an important role in reducing food insecurity and
poverty reduction. Yet, women are the most vulnerable group of people to land disputes. They
have less access to infrastructure, social, health, legal, and financial services. For these reasons,
FCA has been focusing on women’s economic empowerment. She added that women were
trained on various skills, such as literacy, leadership and financial skills. Finally, Ms Anu called
on all stakeholders including community representatives, civil society, government officials and
lawmaker to work together and bring positive changes in Cambodia.
Ms Sandra Stajka briefed the participants the main goal of USAID, which aims to strengthen
civil society, promote democracy, government accountability and human rights. USAID intends
to issue multiple awards under this APS that address four objectives: Promote and protect human
rights, Promote and protect, social, cultural, and economic rights, Expand access to information,
and integrate democratic principles and transparency into targeted governance functions. At the
end of her speech, she wished this 8th national conference would bring all relevant stakeholders
to find ways to work together for Cambodian people.
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In his opening remarks, H.E. Dr. Mong Reththy welcomed all participants who attended the 8th
National Advocacy Conference. He also thanked the Cambodia Human Right Action Committee
(CHRAC) and the NGO Forum on Cambodia (NGOF) for organizing such a forum and dialogue
among concerned parties. He briefed the participants the overarching goal of RGC during the
Third Legislature of the Senat is to firmly and steadily build Cambodian society by strengthening
peace, stability and social order, strengthening democracy and promoting human rights and
dignity. RCG is promoting sustainable and equitable development, and strengthening
Cambodia’s social fabric to ensure that the Cambodian people are well-educated, culturally
advanced, engaged in a dignified livelihood and living in harmony in family and society. He
highlighted that what CHRAC and NGOF are doing today is in line with the government’s recent
plan – public forum. He said that the government has recently launched public forum and public
engagement. Therefore, the Government strongly supports and encourages civil society to have a
forum and dialogue with relevant stakeholders. He also mentioned about land conflict in
Cambodia. He said that land disputes are frequently caused by the misunderstanding of each
other. He pointed that the problem occurred because of some concessionaires do not understand
their duties well. Whereas people make mistakes because they get the land from the state, and
sell the land. Finally, he suggested all relevant stakeholders: government, community, civil
society and private sector try to understand each other and work together to solve land conflicts.
Key Conference Dialogue Outcomes
Dialogue Session: Agricultural Investment and Human Rights
Dr. Seakk Sophat from Royal University of Phnom Penh, head of Natural Resource
Management talked about the about the importance and limitation of research on natural resource
and some key governance challenges:
- Natural resources are important for economic development and rural livelihoods, as more
80% of Cambodia population live in the rural area
- Decision by RGC to conserve the natural resources is largely dependent upon the benefit
for the nation as for food security and economic development
- Many of the policy and law formulations of RGC on natural resources were not be based
on scientific research findings. They were developed on ad hoc basis.
- Local communities who are affected by development projects had little involvement in
decision making, including planning, assessment.
- Many of Information and data on the development projects are not publicly available,
leading to unclear comments and suggestions from NGOs, CSOs, donors and community.
Ms Keat Bophal from the United Nations Human Rights office of the High Commissioner for
Human rights presented on Business and Human Right in Cambodia. Business and human rights
refer to the responsibility of the government to prevent abuses related to business activity, and
the role that businesses have in addressing the human rights impact of their operations. Business
enterprises are a key avenue globally for the enjoyment of human rights. They have a very
important role in supporting communities to make decisions that affect them. They can
contribute to employment creation, local development and innovation.
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Question and answer session:
Questions and comments:
-

-

What is the advantage of investment to community, nation and country?
Is it possible for government to provide some social land concession to youths to invest
and improve their business skills?
Between law and order, which one is more important?
Government should provide more social land concession to local community to do the
agriculture.
What is the progress of the resolution on the report of the human rights abuses in
Cambodia which were sent to United Nations Human Rights office of the High
Commissioner for Human rights?
Are there any mechanism to promote business and human rights to the concessionaires to
respect human rights?

Answers:
-

-

-

H.E Dr. Mong Reththy briefly provided an overview of the legal framework on
agriculture investment. He also invited youths to learn and do internships in his company
if they want to learn how to do agricultural business. Of course, law is more powerful
than Order. H.E Dr Mong Reththy showed his understanding and empathy with the
community who lost their land.
United Nations Human Rights office of the High Commissioner for Human rights aims to
promote, protect and implement human rights. After getting the complaints, UNHRC
contact government to provide a positive response to victims and reports frequently to the
Commission for Human Right. For the conflict at the national level, it is the
responsibility of government. UNHRC has no right to judge who is right or wrong.
UNHRC is responsible to do the report to CHR and ask government to help the victims.
Government has an important role to make companies or concessionaires to respect
human rights.

Synthesis of Dialogue
Problem: inequality in the sharing of resources, land registration, land right and
Deforestation is the keys points of dialogue.
Propose solution: Relevant organizations and communities must be working together on
the negative effect each investigation, and land registration.
Dialogue Session One: Indigenous Issues
Ms. Ven Samin, representative from Suoy ethnic community from Kampong Speu province
presented the challenges of and requests from her community as follow:
Challenges:
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- Individual and community collective land registration the process is very slow
- Effect of land concession on spiritual forest land
- Community cannot get indigenous community land
Request:
- Government should promote indigenous people rights
- Government and NGOs should allocate some budget support indigenous communities
- Stop forced eviction
Mr. Kraos Sok, representative form Mondulkiri also presented some key challenges of and
requests from his community.
Challenges:
- Government granted Economic Land Concession without studying the its impact to local
community and environment
- Concessioners do not show their concession map to the community
- Land concession cover on spiritual forest land
- Authorities force local people to sign and accept the company’s proposal
- Court and authorities didn’t care about our community’s complaints
Requests:
- Government must stop the land concession that cause land disputes
- Give back the concession land to our local community
- Accelerate land registration process
- Punish any authorities who commit land crime.
- NGOs provide legal support to our community to sue the company
Responding to the requests of the community representatives, Mr. Sourn Sokha, representative,
Ministry of Land Management Urban Planning and Construction briefed the participants about
the land registration process in Cambodia and also call for participation and cooperation from
communities and stakeholders in the registration process.
Mr. Sokheng Novin from Ministry of Environment, director of National Park stated about
complaint mechanism and thanked NGOs and CSOs that support the government in review and
monitoring economic land concessions.
Mr. Latt Ky, representative of Cambodian Human Rights and Development Association, came to
highlight the main objectives of his organization’s programs. ADHOC’s mission is to bring
serious land disputes to the attention of relevant government agencies and improve access to
justice.
Question and answer session:
Questions:
-

Why is land registration in Phnom Penh very slow?
What types of land and on what conditions is economic land concession based?

Answers:
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-

Land registration in Phnom Penh cannot be fast due to technical issue, time and
resources.
Before granting, the basic needs and investment plan were identified, developed and
reviewed.

Synthesis of dialogue one:
Problem: problems on land registration and land concession in Indigenous communities
were considered.
Propose solution: Relevant ministries or companies must show the licenses of
concessions before investigate.
Dialogue Session Two: Mining and Hydro Dam
Mr. Sol Sophat, community representative from Ratanakiri province talked about some key
challenges and requests as follow:
- Challenge of indigenous people and the development
- Deforestation
- Loss of spiritual forest land due to economic land concession and land grabbing
Mr. Kong Chanty, representative from Stoeung Treng representative illustrated the challenges
and requests as follow:
Challenges:
-

The impact of Sesan hydro dam construction on the livelihood of people who live near
the area.
Requests:
- Conduct serious environmental impact assessment
- Provide hydro dam information to all affected community people
- Provide suitable compensation to affected communities
- Stop building the dam
Question and answer session:
Q: Does government have any mechanism to control the impact of investment on natural
resource?
A: In order to prevent any disadvantage of investment, the government worked very hard to
review and evaluate each investment proposal before giving the concession.
Synthesis of Dialogue two:
Problem: Impact on lifestyle and health due to loss of natural resources
Propose solution: Conserve the spiritual forest by a foundation to examine and stop the
investment which harm the communities
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Dialogue Session Three: Legal framework and Access to Information
Mr. Sok Sameun, Director of CHRAC, and Director of CDP explained about role of Law and its
advocacy. Advocacy is the process of standing alongside an individual who is disadvantaged,
and speaking out on their behalf in a way that represents the best interests of that person. In order
to assist a person to take action to resolve their own concerns, or take a more active role in
representing the person’s rights to another person or organization. He suggested to do evidence
based advocacy.
Mr. Nuon Sarin, District council member in Kratie province talked about the challenge problem
in his province. Because of his community didn’t get enough information from the company.
They were forced to leave their properties. And he also requested to government to provide
adequate information and promote access to information.
Question and answer session:
Q: What are the rights to information?
A: It is a fundamental right that everyone can get information and express their thoughts and
opinion freely without fear.
Synthesis of Dialogue three:
Problem: right to access the news is still limited for communities
Propose solution: determine clearly type of news which has to share
Dialogue Session Four: land issue
Mr Meun Theth, community representative from Kampong Speu province talked about the
challenges in his province as follows:
- The impact of concession which made people poorer and poorer
- Forced eviction and migration
- Development project is very limited
- Unfair land compensation
- Police’s brutality on local people
Request:
- Accelerate the land registration process
- Discuss/ consult with local communities
Ms So Phalla, community representative from Phnom Penh also shared her community
Challenges:
- Community does not get the land titles yet
- Forced evictation without notice
Requests:
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-

Provide on-site choices
Comply land law
Court must fair to all parties
Provide land tittles to community people
Carefully review each investment/ concession plan
Provide a suitable compensation to the people

Mr. Nhean Phanha from Ministry of Economic and Finance explained the mechanism to solve
land conflicts. He reported that an independent team was established to study each land dispute.
In principle, all compensations must be fair and based on laws.
Mr Hoeu Chenda, representative from Department of Housing, Ministry of Land Management
Urban Planning and Construction, briefed the impact of slum. There are many problems in slum
area, such as poverty, environment and health problem, infrastructure and small road. The
government is studying ways to manage slum areas.
Question and answer session:
Q: What does MoE think about forced eviction and unfair compensation?
A: In principle, MoE focuses on the mechanism of compensation which must be based on law,
humanity and equity and it ensures that all effected community people get fair compensation.
Synthesis of Dialogue four:
Problem: compensation inappropriate for communities and hidden information are main
causes of conflicts.
Propose solution: reinforce land compensation law; court must be justice and
independence, and participation of CVs to monitor investments
Follow up mechanism
Mr. Pen Somony, Executive Director of Cambodian Volunteers for Society (CVS) had asked all
participants from Civil Society Organizations to share ideas how to:
-

-

Promote the affected mechanisms of land conflict resolution and improve good
governance on land and natural resources management in contributing to respecting
human rights and sustainable livelihoods in Cambodia.
And collect formulate key policy recommendations and suggestions to the Cambodian
government and lawmakers, the civil society and the communities in contributing to the
national development plan and in ensuring full and good governance of land and natural
resources.

Outcomes
-

All the information should be distributed online
Communication among communities and investment companies must be clear and on
time
Local people should have part in all studies on the impacts of the investment
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-

Representative from National Assembly must follow up all cases of land concession and
share the result
National Advocacy Conference should be organized every year

Summary of the process and result of the conference
Ms Thay Bone, Deputy Program Director of LWD, had summed up all key findings from all
dialogues sessions and discussion.
Mining, land concession, building hydroelectric dams, deforestation and illegal eviction are the
effects of weakness in communication and distribution the information
Environmental and social impact assessment, consultation among communities and investment
companies, law enforcement on information distribution of investment projects are proposes
from participants to respond to the disputes in communities.

Conclusion and Closing session
The 8th National Advocacy Conference under the theme “Working Together to Promote
Effective Reform on Land and Natural Resources Governance in Cambodia” went smoothly and
successfully achieved its objectives. The conference has discussed on agricultural Investment
and Human Rights, indigenous issues, mining and hydro dam, land issues and legal framework
and access to information. The conference has found some key recommendations to address land
conflicts:
-

Conduct awareness on land law and human rights to target communities
Provide clear and adequate information to local communities before investment starts
Promote community participation in any studies on the impacts of the investment
Review and monitor all ELCs
Suspend and cancel ELCs which do not comply with the law

A joint statement was developed and approved by all participants. The joint statement reflected
and integrated all key concerns of stakeholders and communities. On behalf of the national
conference, Mr. Tek Vannara handed over the joint statement to H.E. Pol Ham, Chairperson of
3rd Commission, National Assembly.
In his closing remarks, H.E. Pol Ham thanked all participants, community representative and all
keynotes speakers who attended the two-day national conference. He pointed out that the forum
has found very important strategies and recommendations to address land conflicts. He stated
that the 3rd commission of the National Assembly carefully listened and heard all concerns of
local communities. On behalf of the 3rd Commission of the National Assembly, he would like to
take and consider all concerns and issues raised by the participants to the National Assembly and
relevant government agencies. At the same time, he stated that all the concerns of community
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were also the concern of 3rd Commission. At the end, he also supported the commencement on
White Ribbon Campaign.
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